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INTRODUCTION 
 
An online newspaper, also known as a web newspaper, is a newspaper that 
exists on the World Wide Web or Internet, either separately or as an online 
version of a printed periodical. Online newspapers are much like hard-copy 
newspapers and have the same legal boundaries, such as laws regarding libel, 
privacy and copyright.  
The pace at which the media is going online, news is the area which would 
benefit the most when it is online. With something new happening every other 
minute, breaking news becoming a daily issue, with updates and alerts which 
require something more than the traditional media network, it is the time that the 
news gets online. The best way to access information and stay updated with all 
the latest up-to-the minute news for an average internet user is online news. 
There are numerous user interactive tools available for the online news sites. 
These interactive tools don't cost you anything but offer you feature like polls, 
online voting features and more. There is also option for the audio and the video 
news online. 
 
For more than a decade, the audiences for most traditional news sources have 
steadily declined, as the number of people getting news online has surged. 
Going online created more opportunities for newspapers, such as competing 
with broadcast journalism in presenting breaking news in a more timely manner. 
Recently online journalism has grown rapidly and has become popular amongst 
the society; this may be due to technology as majority of the population rely on 
the internet to deliver news, so therefore news corporations have been forced to 
expand to the World Wide Web.  
The world’s leading newspapers are creating a presence for themselves on the 
Net. An online newspaper which is also known as a web newspaper is a 
newspaper that is published on the internet. An online newspaper can be read at 
anytime, anywhere and for free of cost. Information from web newspapers is 
more efficient than the print newspapers in many ways and updated news are 
available very fast.  
 
Newspapers’ escalating to the web has created more opportunities for 
newspapers, such as competition with broadcast journalism in delivering 
breaking news faster and more effectively then broadcast journalism. Another 
advantage is that the strengthening chances of strong branded and well 
established newspapers to survive online are that they have a close relationship 
with advertisers. Also moving to the web allows the printing process costs to 
decrease which financially helps the news company and at the same time 
delivers the news in a more effective way. 
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According to a survey held by Pew research centre, online news users are 
generally younger than the average population. About two-thirds of the study's 
online news users were younger than 50, and nearly 30 percent were younger 
than 30.  
According to Pew’s research in 2009: Since 2006, daily online news use has 
increased by about a third, from 18% to 25%. The proportion of Americans who 
say they get news online at least three days a week has increased from 31% to 
37%. 
As of the end of 2010, more people get their news from the Internet than from 
newspapers and respectively more ad dollars went to online outlets than to 
newspapers. In surveys conducted by the Pew Project for Excellence in 
Journalism, 34% of respondents said they read news online within the past 24 
hours (as opposed to 31% who favoured newspapers); and a full 41% said they 
get most of their news online, 10% more than those who said they got most of 
their news from a newspaper. 
 
The online archive is the feature which marks the online news from the 
traditional news pattern. You can access the archive news of any particular date 
online. Sometimes the search is enabled with the search query. In the search 
query you can type the top story or the headline you want to search the news 
about and it gives you the entire news from all the dates accordingly. 

BEST NEWSPAPER WEBSITES 

According to a primary journalism institution, The Nieman Foundation for 
Journalism at Harvard University, there are some of the top newspaper websites 
of 2008 declared by its average monthly unique visitors. 

1. The New York Times 
19,503,667 average monthly uniques 
Increase of 33% from 2007 
Peak month: 21,340,000 uniques in March  

2. USA Today 
10,845,000 average monthly uniques 
Increase of 12% from 2007 
Peak month: 12,314,000 uniques in January 

3. The Washington Post 
10,260,167 average monthly uniques 
Increase of 19% from 2007 
Peak month: 12,956,000 uniques in September 
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4. The Los Angeles Times 
7,886,250 average monthly uniques 
Increase of 54% from 2007 
Peak month: 11,136,000 uniques in November 

5. The Wall Street Journal 
7,169,333 average monthly uniques 
Increase of 60% from 2007 
Peak month: 9,047,000 uniques in September 

The New York Times, online, is making quite a good amount of money. 
New York Times Digital (which includes Boston.com as well as 
NYTimes.com) netted an enviable $17.3 million on revenues of $53.1 
million during the first half of 2004, the last period for which its financials 
have been disclosed. All indications are that the digital unit is continuing to 
grow at 30% to 40% a year, making it NYT Co.'s fastest-revving growth 
engine. The website’s design includes a nice use of blue and black headers 
and links, with a touch of red added in a few places, such as the time of an 
article’s publication. Overall, the New York Times presents one of the better 
newspaper websites.  

Here’s a graph showing the leading newspaper websites with its unique 
visitors 
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NYTimes.com increased its monthly unique visitors in the U.S. by 2.3 percent 
from September 2010 to September 2011. New York Times website gains 
visitors despite it have been introduced to have subscription fee from March, 
2011. NYTimes.com is still the leading best newspaper website in present also. 
 
 

Here’s a table showing some of the recently marked best newspaper websites, 
depending on their Unique visitors 

 

NEWSPAPER CRITERIA’S 
 
The best newspaper websites are selected by the following criteria’s:  

• Design 
• Ease of use 
• Copywriting 
• Interactivity 
• Use of technology 
• Innovation 
• Content 
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A survey of online news people rated the quality of online news. Top rankings 
went to content criteria, such as credibility and utility, suggesting that many 
traditional journalism values remain paramount.  
A number of 723 editors of online news sites, all associated with newspapers 
and broadcast news organizations in the United States and Canada were invited 
to complete an online survey and were asked to rate the relative importance of 
each of the 38 criteria’s which were grouped into six broad, aggregate categories 
each with its own definition or theme. 
 
 
Those six categories were:  

1. Content (a site's body of knowledge) 
2. Interactivity (opportunities for active engagement by a site's users). 
3. Look and feel (design elements that produce a satisfying visual experience  

for the site's users) 
4. Navigation (a site's structure/organization of content). 
5. Functionality (a site's use of technology) 
6. Community Relevance (a site's engagement with local or target audience   

needs and wants) 
 

The aggregate six categories, according to the respondents were ranked 
according to their importance in the following order: 

1. Content  
2. Navigation 
3. Look and feel 
4. Functionality 
5. Community Relevance 
6. Interactivity  
 

The largest category, ‘Content’ contain the largest number and proportion of 
traditional standards i.e.; Print media. The other five aggregate categories: 
Interactivity, Navigation, Look and Feel, Community Relevance and 
Functionality contain mostly criteria that are Web specific. 
 
The six main criteria’s internally contains different specific categories 
individually. 
  
  Content describes 

a. Credibility 
b. Utility 
c. Immediacy 
d. Relevancy 
e. Fact-opinion separation 
f. Exclusivity 
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g. Good writing 
h. Good illustration 
i. Depth 
j. Breadth 
k. Outside Commentary 
l. Editorial Vigor 

 
 Navigation describes 

a. Ease of use 
b. Clear paths 
c. Speed and efficiency 
d. Familiarity 
e. User Choice/control 
f. Quick read 

 
   Look and Feel describes 

a. Simplicity 
b. Content paramount 
c. Appropriate design 
d. Digestibility 
e. Cutting edge 

 
   Functionality describes 

a. Search Power 
b. User Requirements 
c. Technology Relevance 
d. Reach 
e. Bandwidth 

              
   Community Relevance describes 

a. Hyperlocal 
b. Community Building/Service 
c. Citizen Participation 
d. Civic/Public Discourse 

 
 
   Interactivity describes 

a. Access to Editorial Staff 
b. Marketplace of Ideas 
c. Multimedia Richness 
d. Customization 
e. Interactive Reading  
f. Community Dialogue  
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Ranking the Content category on the top, Online editors, producers and 
executives signals that many traditional journalistic criteria of quality of content 
remain of prominent importance. Credibility, followed by Utility, were top-
ranked both in the Content category and overall, indicating that trustworthiness 
and accuracy, along with the provision of "informative, useful" content, are the 
two highest values for online news people. This may mean their Web site's 
credibility is a supreme concern at a time when so much content on the Web, 
broadly considered, is regarded as untrustworthy and inaccurate. And it may 
mean they believe a top-quality site should have lots of original material and 
provide "news you can use." 
 
The authors speculate that the online news people distanced themselves from 
these criteria for two complementary reasons.  
First, they wish to differentiate themselves from blogs, where free comment 
holds sway over values like accuracy and verification. They view blogs as 
radical and a bad way to deliver journalism.  
Second, they view editorial opinion and outside commentary as being far 
removed from online news sites' main mission is to concentrate on content that 
is informative / useful (Utility) and to update breaking news frequently 
(Immediacy). 

According to a survey held in 1998, 

• Depending on the criteria of providing more breadth of information , 
compared with print version of newspaper, the online newspaper was 
rated by 43% of the respondents where only 28% voted in favor of the 
print version 

• Depending on the criteria Navigability , 41% of users stated that they 
could find their way around just as well as in print publications, while 
16% were able to find their way around online publications better 

• Depending on the criteria Entertainment, 37% of users found online 
newspapers just as good as print newspapers, 31% of users rated print 
newspapers better and 25% favored online newspapers 

• Depending on the criteria Reader loyalty, about two-thirds of users 
(65%) would have chosen the print newspaper and just under a third 
(31%) would have preferred the online version if only one of the versions 
had been available. 
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COMMON TRENDS OF NEWSPAPER WEBSITES 

1. Colour schemes: 

Most news websites use dark text on a white background. Obviously, these 
websites contain a huge volume of content, and readability is important. A large 
percentage of news websites also use blue and red in addition to a dark grey or 
black for text. Blue is extremely common for headlines, article titles and links. 
Red is often used sparingly as an accent colour. Some news websites also mix in 
more colours in other places, such as in the navigation. 

2. Header and Sidebar Banners: 

Banner ads in headers are a key source of income for the websites to produce 
revenue. Some websites use banner ads on all pages and others exclude banners 
on the home page but display them above the header on other pages. News 
websites commonly use 300 by 250 banners or tall skyscrapers. 

3. Top Navigation: 

Most news websites put their primary navigation menu just below the header 
and above the content. The New York Times and MSNBC  are two of the 
exceptions, as they both use the left sidebar for the main navigation. 
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The Times Online uses a two-level navigation menu. 

 

4. Tabbed Content Areas: 

Many news websites use tabbed content areas that allow visitors to see popular 
articles, recent articles, most commented articles, etc. This is sometimes used in 
the sidebar, and other times in the main content area and it can save space in the 
design by making more content accessible in a specific area. 

5. Grid-Based Layouts 

Newspaper websites are commonly built with grid-based designs. The grid is a 
popular choice not only because of the sharp look it creates but because it’s one 
of the most effective ways to manage and organize a large amount of content. 
The New York Times has one of the more well-known grid-based layouts.  

 

PROS OF NEWSPAPER WEBSITES 

� News on the Internet can be updated round the clock so that readers can 
have the most up-to-date news any time of the day or night. 

� The type of news and the way it is presented can be customized to the 
needs and preference of individual readers. 

� Reader can be alerted through e-mail, cell phones or other devices about 
availability of any new news of their interest. 

� Reader can conveniently refer to additional information related to a news 
item using suitable links to other pages on the same site and to other sites. 

� Readers can easily forward interesting news items to others. 
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� The news can be presented in rich formats, which in addition to multi-
colour printing, can have videos. 

� Once a news item is put on the Internet, it becomes instantly available for 
use round the globe without additional variable costs. 

� News provider can get detailed data on popularity of news items. This 
information can help in better choice of information put on the site. 

� The lead time required between occurrence of an event and news making 
on it available on the Internet has reduced considerably. Some items of 
news like stock market prices are now available almost in real-time. 
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